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n this publication you will find some of my
most recent work. These examples showcase
my skills in graphics design and digital
marketing.
From entire branding and magazine design to
websites, product packaging and exhibitions, I
have an extensive skillset in marketing and design.
The associated online content can be viewed via
the relevant websites and social media channels.
For PDF versions of my work,
please contact me directly

Jamie Street
Jamie Street
Creative & Marketing
jamie@jstreetcreative.co.uk
@jstreetcreative

Motivational Marketing Quote:
“Remarkable and genuine insights are
always met with resistence.” Seth Godin
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Design & Digital Insulate Magazine and Network

I

had full responsibility for the design of all insulate magazine and its corresponding website Insulate Network.
This included over 15 issues of the magazine and all the design work for supporting materials, social media
graphics, exhibition stands and more.
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The magazines can be viewed in full at the following webpage:
https://www.yumpu.com/en/embed/view/Wad7IUV6vTfz2Et8
For issues going back to April 2017 please contact me at jamie@jstreetcreative.co.uk
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Insulate Network Branding & Website

W

hen i arrived at Insulate, there was a need
to establish a brand for the publication. The
project demanded a logo that represents the
modern, innovative, forward thinking, premium insulation
news platform we aspired to be.
Most importantly the logos features were extended
throughout all our marketing communications, ensuring
consistency, familiarity and credibility of our content.
The Insulate Network website, was where we would post
the current insulation news stories. The design of the
website, creation of posts and generation of all video and
graphic related content was my responsibility as the
creative and marketing element of the team.

Insulate Network Web Design - Up to July 2018

3994_Versanta_3x3_Curved.indd 1

01/03/2018 07:38:45

Insulate 2018 Stand Design
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Published on a monthly basis by Versanta ltd
Corser House, 17 Geen End, Whitchurch, Shropshire, SY13 1AD
Call 01948 759 351
Outside of the UK +44 1948 759351
Monday - Friday 9am - 5.30pm
Issue 14 | January 2018
Website: www.insulatenetwork.com
Email: sales@insulatenetwork.com
Standing Out From the Crowd

NIA Conference Review

A

s the front cover implies, this month’s insulate

magazine is a technical knockout! Packed with
essential insulation we are sure you will be

better informed for existing and upcoming projects.

Keeping Everything Moving

SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION
Anyone can subscribe for free online at
https://insulatenetwork.com/insulate-magazine-free-subscription
Review, Reflect and Reset

Subscribe
Free

Subscriptions are available around the world free in digital format.
Our subscriber list is occasionally made available to very carefully
selected companies whose products or services may be of interest
to you. Your privacy is of paramount importance to us and should
you prefer not to be part of these lists then please email your details
and a short message to sales@insulatenetwork.com
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We adhere to the IPSO code of practice for editors. Further information can be found at www.ipso.org.uk
BACK ISSUES OR REPRINTS
Digital back issues can be found online at www.insulatenetwork.
com For printed editions please email contact@insulatenetwork.
com , there will be a postage charge and handling fee of £15+VAT
for each copy requested.
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Digital: 6,024
Print: 10,000
Total: 16,024
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No part can be reproduced without the express
permission of the publisher
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We Introduce MAUER who are due to launch their
revolutionary EWI system to the market next month, get
involved in their competition on page 20
The February issue marks an exciting evolution for Insulate
Magazine. New features including #Insulation, Insulate Debate
strengthen the excellent line-up of articles our readers have
become familiar with.
Don’t forget, if you haven’t already you can subscribe to
Insulate Magazine for free at:
www.insulatenetwork.com.
Enjoy the mag,

Jamie Street
Head of Creative
jamie@insulatenetwork.com
@jamie_insulate
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The First Insulation
The earliest form of insulation was during
the Middle Ages, when the walls of homes
were stuffed with mud and straw to keep
out the cold

2

Asebestos Insulation
Asbestos insulation originated in Ancient
Greece. The term translates to mean
“inextinguishable.”

3

Harmful Asbestos
In the mid-1970s, home improvement
companies traded asbestos insulation for
fiberglass insulation after finding out the
harmful effects asbestos has on lungs.

Product Name Offer
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetur adipiscing elit, sed
do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut
labore et dolore magna aliqua.
Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis
nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris
Available from:

4

Fibreglass Invention
Fiberglass was invented when a young
researcher named Dale Kleist attempted
to create a vacuum-tight seal between two
pieces of glass and a high-pressure jet
of air shot through and turned them into
fibers.

Product Name Offer
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetur adipiscing elit, sed
do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut
labore et dolore magna aliqua.
Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis
nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris
Available from:
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Energy Loss
Today, an un-insulated home can lose up to
60% of its energy through walls and the loft
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Thermal Facts
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GDPR General Data Protection Regulation

The UK's only dedicated
trade journal for the insulation industry
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Product Name Offer
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetur adipiscing elit, sed
do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut
labore et dolore magna aliqua.
Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis
nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris
Available from:

EWI Store @EWIStore
New blog post has just gone live on EWI Store, all about our predictions
for EWI in 2018... #blog #post #insulation #2018 #NewYearNewInsulation
http://ow.ly/PsUf30i0XAh
Icynene @icynene
You can make your #passivehouse even more #comfy. Choose the right
#insulation http://bddy.me/2BCVoqj
Knauf Insulation UK @KnaufUK
Insulation solutions for rainscreen cladding for assured compliance. To
learn more about this #CPD visit http://goo.gl/9hYFJW
Rockwool UK @ROCKWOOLUK
Our new platform helps us get to know more about you, meaning we
can help you with the right information for the right phase of your project.
For you that means less time searching and more focus on the project
details. Experience our content on www.rockwoolgroup.com
TaperedPlus @TaperedPlus
Design done, specified, ordered in 24 hours & supplied in under two
weeks from enquiry! We designed and provided a PIR Tapered Scheme
to work in conjunction with the liquid #waterproofing system on the roof
of Europe’s biggest shopping mall.
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Heated Behind Closed Doors

Loyalty Scheme members will earn
credit with every Baumit order placed. A
maximum 10,000 points can be accrued.
Those who reach that target will receive
£1,000 credit. This can be spent on a
range of quality Baumit products
http://www.baumit.co.uk/

Paul Forrester
Technical Editor
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on release day:
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ESSENTIAL TWEETS FROM THE INDUSTRY

The Baumit Loyalty Scheme
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Cheap Insulation Changed the Industry?

Putting Offsite in the Spotlight
Colin Heath
Managing Editor
colin@insulatenetwork.com
@colin_insulate

Are you
Bricking it?

8

Thermal Facts - #Insulation

#Insulation

Insulation Offers

4

Instant Insulate
Are You Bricking It?
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Insulate insight
Head over to page 20 for your chance to win

A Sound
Opportunity
Paul Absolon, Technical Director at CMS Danskin Acoustics, discusses why getting to grips with
the various treatments available can pay dividends when it comes to working with sound
reduction systems on-site.

R

egardless of the type of development,
whether it is residential, commercial,
leisure or public sector, the effective control
of sound is a key consideration – both for
building regulation compliance and occupier
comfort. Moreover, given high levels of
impact sound often result in unwanted
noise travelling between spaces,
the floor is commonly
subject to an acoustic
specification.

It is important to understand why a
specification has beeen made as this sets
the parameters for exploring opportunities
to value engineer the solution

Sound reduction systems will typically be specified
according to the acoustic performance which must
be achieved and the overall floor build up. At a basic
level, there are various solutions available which have
been specifically designed to work with certain types of
screeds and subfloor. However, there are also systems
available which are designed for more complex floor
constructions, such as those which integrate underfloor
heating or service lines.
Essentially, when tendering for a flooring package which
includes a specialist acoustic element, it is important to
understand why a specification has been made as this
sets the parameters for exploring opportunities to value
engineer the solution.
Scoping the Spec
Where a residential development is following the Robust
Detail (RD) route to Part E compliance, it is important
to understand the difference between a generic detail
and a proprietary RD. For example, if E-FC-15 is detailed then only the Quietlay acoustic underscreed can
be used. It is the same principle with E-FC-6, as only
Regupol E48 screed isolation can be installed.
In contrast, a generic detail such as E-FC-1 does not
specify a specific brand name. Instead, a range of
acoustic cradle and batten build-ups – for which many
of the CMS Danskin Acoustic range of systems have
been approved – is available to choose from.
While the RD process simplifies the route to Part E
compliance and offers some flexibility over the final
choice of material (dependent on the type of RD), developments which follow the Pre-Completion Testing (PCT)
route or non-residential projects present a much greater
opportunity to value engineer impact sound specifications.

Tickets to

Anthony Joshua Vs Parker

Page 20

www.insulatenetwork.com
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Scoping the Spec
Once the degree of flexibility in the specification has
been identified, which is typically dictated by acoustic
and thermal performance as well as material
thickness and composition, the next step will be to
consult with acoustic product manufacturers to explore
all the options.
Although the role of this technical consultation may
initially be a simple costing exercise, with greater
engagement there is further scope for contract floor
installers to add wider value to the project. For example,
more experienced acoustic manufacturers who have
broad sound reduction product portfolios can conduct
a full review of the specification and make
recommendations on how improved performance could
be achieved with reduced floor height. This approach
often helps installers to deliver a more competitively
priced package as compared with the original specification, whilst also demonstrating a thorough
understanding of the project requirements.
Moreover, to assist contract flooring installers with this
process, CMS Danskin Acoustics will attend project
meetings and provide on-site training if an installation
team has not previously used a particular impact sound
solution.
The number of sound reduction systems available in
the past few years has grown significantly, as has the
number of manufacturers and suppliers. Couple this
with what can often be a complex supply chain process
from design to installation, and trying to compete in a
competitive environment – can feel an impossible task.
However, by spotting a sound value engineering opportunity at the initial point of tendering and then partnering
with an experienced acoustic manufacturer to see this
through to completion, the flooring package landscape
starts to look very different.

www.insulatenetwork.com
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Mauer Competition

Exclusive Insulate Column

Technical Knockout
A

head of the launch of their revolutionary
external wall insulation system, Mauer UK
have partnered with Insulate Network to bring
our readers the opportunity to see the UK Boxing
superstar Anthony Joshua take on Joseph Parker
at the Principality Stadium in Cardiff on March 31st
2018
Living up to the headline “Technical Knockout”
Mauer UK Ltd has developed and designed a unique
external wall insulation (EWI) System to address the
challenges and obstacles faced in the current solid wall
insulation market. Mauer manufacture this product within
the UK.
Speaking ahead of the U.K. launch,
Mauer UK Director Matt Ratcliff said:
“Over 4 years of Research and Development has gone
in to the design and manufacture of our truly innovative,
patented Mauer EWI & Façade Systems.
From the outset we have stayed true to our core principal
– to help reduce Fuel Poverty in the UK and abroad. We
offer technically proven and cost-effective solutions, an
industry-leading Installer Site Support Service and can
rely on the support and expertise of our globally recognised and respected supplier partners.
The challenge to create a Retrofit OSM EWI System that

Competition Entry
For a chance to win, simply head over to
www.insulatenetwork.com/enter_mauer and
answer this simple question:
Where is the Mauer system manufactured?

20
20

Putting Offsite in the

Spotlight

offers a ‘virtually no wet trade on site solution’ must not
be underestimated. Through the use of 3D Laser-Scanning of every property and in-house Water Jet Cutting
Technology, our highly skilled Design and Production
teams are able to produce a millimetre-accurate and quality-assured EWI System, complete with a stunning brick
or stone façade, to remain in-keeping with the existing
surroundings.

T

he latest dawn of offsite construction becoming mainstream is at least a
couple of years old now. It always feels as though a breakthrough is just
around the corner, but is that an invention of the media that supports it,
or might things be different this time? by Paul Forrester

We have immense pride in what we have achieved to
date, and have plans to bring further innovation to the
market in the near future.
As our official release to the market draws ever nearer, we
are thrilled to be working with Insulate Network and we
are looking forward to presenting the Mauer EWI System
in more detail next month.
Over the coming months, Insulate Network will be working with Mauer to launch the system into the U.K. market, with articles and an information point at this year’s
ecobuild at London’s Excel Exhibition Centre.”

Anthony Joshua Vs Parker
Heavyweight Unification Fight
Principality Stadium Cardiff
March 31st 2018

Elsewhere in this issue we make comparisons between
the automotive and construction industries, and there
are consistent calls for construction to adopt the sort
of processes that have improved the quality of vehicles
rolling off manufacturers’ production lines - an approach
advocated in Sir John Egan’s report of 1998.

See Opposite Page

At the end of 2016, Mark Farmer wrote in his report,
Modernise or Die, that offsite is the “panacea for construction’s ills”. It was the latest call to adopt alternative
manufacturing techniques intended to deliver the sort of
‘disruption’ that is arguably much needed and long overdue in the industry.For the manufacturer, the most exciting innovation might be unseen by the end user, such
as refining their factory processes to deliver the same
standard of product while reducing waste and improving
the efficiency of raw material use. That’s not as easy to
shout about as an interesting new product, however.

Managing Editor at Insulate, Colin Heath said:
“We’ve been tracking the developments at Mauer for
some time now and are proud to be partnering for this
unique launch competition, the system is set to revolutionise the EWI Market and what better way to launch
than with a heavyweight competition such as this”

With limited advancements to be made in the performance and physical dimensions of insulation products,
it makes sense to look at how products can benefit the
installer. After all, for as many people who ask how to
install a product before they start work, nearly as many
wait until the project is half built before they think to
check.

The winner will be announced on day three of
ecobuild and tickets will be dispatched via
recorded delivery to your address.
Full terms are available at:
www.insulatenetwork.com/enter_mauer

And because this is a magazine
about insulation and construction,
another question is: could a similar
fate befall buildings that don’t deliver
their designed performance?

People might be impressed by a radical new product
design, but that almost always relegates it to a niche
where uptake is slow. And if people do take a chance on
it, there’s a risk they’ll try to use like the products they’re
familiar with. For installers, innovation isn’t necessarily
the big leap - it’s addressing a shortcoming of an
existing product or installation technique.

The Technology
Revolution
In talking about offsite,
you can draw parallels
with BIM. The revolution in
digitised building
information hasn’t quite
taken off yet, even though
pockets of the industry are doing amazing things with it.
Surveys highlight that the industry fully expects to be
using both BIM and offsite more widely in the coming
years, so awareness is not the issue. BIM and offsite are
likely to be intrinsically linked, since to fully exploit the efficiency benefits of offsite manufacturing requires having
a handle on the tools that achieve better collaboration.
Defining Offsite
In the same way that ‘BIM’ can describe a number of
digital processes, so ‘offsite’ covers a variety of techniques for delivering buildings. The majority of construction can take place in a factory, with near-complete units
delivered to site, or components can be assembled on
site.
Modular systems are already employed for hotels and
hospitals; while there are companies experimenting with
small on-site factories that deliver the benefits of offsite
in the location they’re needed - with the factory removed
once development of the site is complete. All are valid
offsite methods, but the spread

www.insulatenetwork.com
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Media Pack 2018 (1-7)

Insulate Partners - Annual £995.00

Insulate Magazine Benefits

- Article in Insulate Magazine every month
- Directory Entry at back
- Logo included in “Partners page” at front

Email Benefits

- Regular inclusion in Insulate
Network weekly email
- 1 email takeover per year

Insulate Network Website Benefits
- Unlimited news updates posted
- 1 year directory entry
- Entry in “Partners” section

Social Media Benefits

- Frequent inclusion on all
social media communications
on twitter and Linkedin
- Re-tweet/share of industry
relevant content

Video Content

- Logo on Insulate Network
content posted on YouTube
- Your content added to our
Youtube channel upon request

Insulate Partners

Insulate Magazine Rate Card

Insulate 2018 Media Pack
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Get Lost Sailing Client Project

B

ased in Poole Dorset, Get
Lost Sailing were a start up
boat experience attraction.
They required a new logo, and
various promotional graphics to
support their on site and extended
marketing efforts.

Pamphlet

GLS Logo

GLS Voucher

www.jstreetcreative.co.uk I @jstreetcreative

Poster
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Essential Staff Client Project

E

ssential Staff are a startup recruitment business
that were providing an online and mobile platform for people to find staff quickly. They required
exgraphics design services to support their marketing.

Pull Up Banner

Icons designed for a seperate presentation

8

Brochure
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Other Client Projects

Website, logo design, content creation

Website, logo design, content creation

Coleman Racing Website, Brochure, Pomotional Materials

www.jstreetcreative.co.uk I @jstreetcreative
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Other Client Projects

Website, Graphic design

Angle IT, Website & Graphics Design

PC Flooring Web site and graphics

PRW Magazine
Complete logo, graphics
and website design project

10
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Cellecta Marketing Manager

Complete management and creation of marketing content and website

www.jstreetcreative.co.uk I @jstreetcreative
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Design & Digital DRYU

D

RYU is a lifestyle brand, targeted at an outgoing youthful demographic. It’s strapline was “Life Without Limits”. The brand received nationwide coverage with Thunder Cat Racing (extreme water sports) and a championship winning P1 Superstock racing team. It also received worldwide endorsement through F2, another
extreme watersports. The first product was a waterproof dry bag, that was later followed by waterproof phone cases and
Microfibre towels. Here are some of design and digital marketing materials produced for this project.
REVISED PRODUCT PACKAGING 2016

2016 PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

2 Higher quality
straps

®

dry

dry

®

WATERPROOF DRY BAG

Transparent
window
showing
product
behind

®

Dark Grey
overarm strap

dry

dry

®

dry

®

WATERPROOF DRY BAG

WATERPROOF DRY BAG

dry

DRYU® is the vibrant, versatile, bag range designed to keep your belongings safe from extreme weather conditions, no matter where you take
them. Featuring waterproof, sand, snow and dirt proof properties and
available in variety of convenient sizes, DRYU® will open new opportunities for exploration today and for years to come. Essential for travelling,
holidays, water and winter sports, festivals, camping, gym, and the
beach whatever the next adventure, your valuables will be safe.

What Can I Put In a DRYU Bag?
va l u a b l e s , S M A L L & L A R G E E L E C T R O N I C S , c l o t h e s s h o e s & t o w e l s

Where Can I Use a DRYU Bag?
TRAVELLING

WA T E R , S N O W S P O R T S , G Y M , C A M P I N G & R E C R E A T I O N

A5 DRYU Bag Information Guide

EASY
WIPE CLEAN

SUPER
STRONG
5 0 0 d ta r pa u l i n

includes
carry straps

®

®

dry
SAND PROOF

snow PROOF

DIRT PROOF

SAND PROOF

F LOA T S I N WA T E R

brief submersion

y

®

dr

y
dr

dr

y

®

®

dry
WA T E R P R O O F

WA T E R P R O O F

snow PROOF

DIRT PROOF

SAND PROOF

F LOA T S I N WA T E R

brief submersion

WA T E R P R O O F

snow PROOF

DIRT PROOF

SAND PROOF

F LOA T S I N WA T E R

brief submersion

no excuses. DIVE IN.
www.DRYU.CO.UK

FRONT 5 LITRE

DRYU bag design mock-up

snow PROOF

dry

®

dry

dry

®

®

®

20 Litre Capacity

dry

®

What are the Functional Benefits?

10 Litre Capacity

WA T E R P R O O F

12

M U S I C F E S T I VA L S & c o n c e r t s

®

5 Litre Capacity

Change standard handle area and straps to dark grey
2 straps instead of 1
Add “U” tag to the bag for branding
Have small DRYU logo on reverse of bag

®

H O L I DA Y S

dry

®

“U” tag

dry

DRYU logo
on strap

dry

dry
dry
dry

®

®

Dark grey handle

FRONT 10 LITRE

FRONT 20 LITRE

info@dryu.co.uk
@dryuOFFICIAL

BACK ALL

Bag Packaging Design

DRYU Website
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www.jstreetcreative.co.uk

DRYU Promotional Materials

DRYU Brochure

A4 BagInformation Guide

www.jstreetcreative.co.uk I @jstreetcreative
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DRYU Towel Product Packaging Design

DRYU All Product Images

14
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DRYU Infographics
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DRYU Promotional Photos
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DRYU Promotional Photos
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Other Design Projects

The club for
TR enthusiasts
past, present and future

The club for
TR enthusiasts
past, present and future

MEMBERSHIPS FROM £44 A YEAR
•
•
•
•

53 local groups nationwide
Award winning quality colour magazine
Dedicated members insurance and scheme
Packed calendar of local and national events

•
•
•
•

Website with downloads and resources
Online TR community forum
Technical expertise and model registrars
TR Tours to a range of destinations

4

TR

@trevents
facebook.com/treg

tr-register.co.uk
office@tr-register.co.uk
01235 818 866
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Website with downloads and resources
Online TR community forum
Technical expertise and model registrars
TR Tours to a range of destinations

TR

@trevents
facebook.com/treg

tr-register.co.uk
office@tr-register.co.uk
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